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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall establish here an explicit formula for the separability idempotent 
([ 1, 21) in a ring of the form E ok E, where E is a separable finite extension 
of a ground field k. The formula is as follows. 
Let a be a primitive element for E over k, and let a, = a, a,, a3 ,..., ad be its 
conjugates in the splitting field B of the minimal polynomial of a. Let V(a) 
be the matrix 
d-l 1 a, ai a: -se a, 
d-l 
V(a) = 
i 
1 a, ai ai ... a2 
*** 
1 d-l ad ai ai ... ad 
This defines a linear operator in Rd which is invertible by the assumed 
separability. The entries in ‘V(a) - V(a) are the power sums of the conjugates 
and so lie in k. Therefore the tensor 0 defined as 
0 = C {‘V(a) V(a))-’ Jai 0 aj) (1) 
is an element of E ok E. We will prove that it is the separability idempotent 
in E ok E. We will also show how the use of a primitive element may be 
avoided at the expense of further calculation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We write G(K/F) for the group of automorphisms of a field K 3 F fixing 
F pointwise, and id for the identity map. Any two mapsf, g: K + K fixing F 
determine a map fx g: K OF K + K defined by the relation fX g(x 0 y) = 
f (xl g(Y)* 
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We recall that if E is a separable finite extension of k then E Ok E is the 
algebra-direct-sum E Ok E = oj (E Ok E) ej of its minimal ideals 
(E Ok E) ej, each principal, generated by a uniquely determined indecom- 
posable idempotent ej; that these idempotents satisfy eje, = djkek and 
C ej = 1 @ 1; that each minimal ideal is a field; and that all ideals in E Ok E 
have unique complements. 
By the support ideal of a ring homomorphism h: E ok E + M, M any 
extension of E, we mean the ideal complementary to ker(h). We say 
T E E Ok E satisfies the symmetry condition if 
(1 @x-x@ l)T=O, all x E E. (2) 
For any separable finite extension E of k there is precisely one idempotent in 
E ok E satisfying (2), namely, the generator of the support ideal of id X id. 
That idempotent is the separability idempotent in E Ok E. It is indecom- 
posable because the support ideal of id X id is a field. 
3. PROOF OF THE FORMULA 
With matters and notation as in Section 1, we interprete 0 as an element 
of 0 Ok 0, and assert that, as such, 
To prove (3) we put 
iik = (1, ak, ai ,..., a;-‘). 
Then, if {6,}; is that basis of find such that (6,)j = 6,, we have 
‘V(a)i;,=S,. 
For u E G(B/k) we have 
(id x a)(O) = 1 {‘V(a) V(a)}-’ ij(a; . u(aj,)) 
= tV(a)-’ ‘V(a)-’ a’, , o@,)) 
= (‘V(a)-’ S,, ‘V(a)-’ ~($8,)) 
(3) 
in the natural scalar product in J2 d. Now ~(5~) = a’, if u E G&!/E), and 
a@,) = a’,, k# 1, if u @ G(f2/E) becaus_e E = k(a,). In the first case 
(id x u)(O) = (‘+V(aJ’ a’,, ‘V(a)-’ S,)= (b,, 6,)= 1. In the second case 
(id X a)(@) = (b,, bk) = 0. This completes the proof of (3). 
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Since R is a Galois extension of k the set of indecomposable idempotents 
in R Ok 0 is the set {e,: cr E G(R/k)} where e, = (a @ id) e,, e, being the 
separability idempotent in B Ok Q. Thus R Ok Q = 0, (Q ok 0) e,, and it 
is immediate (from the fact that (1 @ x -x 0 1) e, = 0 for all x E Q) that 
(fiOkfi>e,=(Q@, l>e,. Reasoning from the way in which G(R/k) acts 
UPon b-,1, namely, (0 0 r) e, = eo,,+,, one finds that the support ideal of 
id x (T is (0 @,,. 0) e,. Writing TEQ@,Q as T=C(T,@ l)e,, TER, 
and applying id X (5 to both sides, we then have To = (id x a)T. In these 
terms (3) is the statement that 0 = C {e,: o E G($2/E)}. In particular we 
thus know 0 to be idempotent. It remains only to check that 0 satisfies the 
symmetry condition (2) in EC&E. We do this by viewing T = 
(1 @ x - x @ l)O, x E E, as an element of $2 Ok R and showing that all its 
“coordinates” (id x a)T = T, vanish. We have (id X a)T = (u(x) - x) . 
(id x a)(@). Now the first factor vanishes if u E G(R/E), and by (3) the 
second factor vanishes if u 6Z G(Q/E). Therefore the product vanishes. This 
completes the proof. 
We remark in closing that the use of a primitive element in the 
construction of the separability idempotent may be avoided as follows. If E 
is constructed by a series of adjunctions, say E = k(r,, r2,..., r,,), then the 
separability idempotent Rj in each of the intermediate algebras k(rj) Ok k(rj) 
is given by (1) with a = rj, and the product in E Ok E of these idempotents is 
the separability idempotent in E Ok E. To see this it is sufficient to check 
that 
(l@ri-ri@l)(lilRj]=O, alli. 
But E Ok E is commutative, and (l@r[ - ri @ 1) Ri = 0 for all i, so 
(1 @ ri - ri @ I)(nj Rj) = (nj,i Rj)(l @ ri - ri 0 1) Ri = 0 for each i. 
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